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tells of a celebrated seventh century chinese magistrate s investigation of a double murder among traveling merchants the
fatal poisoning of a bride on her wedding night and a murder in a small town the eight short stories in judge dee at work
cover a decade during which the judge served in four different provinces of the t ang empire from the suspected treason of a
general in the chinese army to the murder of a lonely poet in his garden pavilion the cases here are among the most
memorable in the judge dee series someday i m going to teach these greedy people a lesson said judge dee a tall broad
shouldered man with a foot long black beard and matching side whiskers the legendary figure comes back he continues to
solve baffling cases in 7th century china but at a faster pace tales of judge dee is zhu xiao di s debut in fiction his other
books include thirty years in a red house a memoir of childhood and youth in communist china university of massachusetts
press 1998 paperback from the same press 1999 new edition by penguin books india 2000 and father famous writers
celebrate the bond between father and child pocket books 2000 contributing along with john updike annie proulx dean
koontz calvin trillin and others boston globe calls his memoir a splendid lesson in 20th century chinese history and
library journal says it is engrossing and engaging judge dee confucian imperial magistrate inquisitor and public avenger
based on a famous statesman was dutch diplomat and chinese cultural historian robert van gulik s 1910 67 lasting
invention a welcome addition to the elite canon of fictional detectives the judge steps in to investigate homicide theft and
treason and restores order to the golden age of the tang dynasty in murder in ancient china s first story we watch as
judge dee attempts to solve the mystery of an elderly poet murdered by moonlight in his garden pavilion in the second set on
the eve of the chinese new year the judge makes two rare mistakes will peril result first published in the eighteenth century
dee goong an chronicles three of judge dee s celebrated cases woven together into a novel a double murder among
merchants the fatal poisoning of a new bride and an unsolved murder in a small town these crimes launch judge dee down the
great silk routes and even into graveyards to consult the spirits of the dead with his keen analytical wit can he discover
the killers first of the judge dee books translated by robert van gulik the eight short stories in judge dee at work cover a
decade during which the judge served in four different provinces of the t ang empire from the suspected treason of a general
in the chinese army to the murder of a lonely poet in his garden pavilion the cases here are among the most memorable in the
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judge dee series judge dee is about to step into the shoes of a dead man most people would refuse the job of magistrate at
the lonely port town of peng lai especially as the last occupant of the post has been found poisoned in his library his
papers missing but judge dee is not most men he arrives ready to get to the truth only to find his life complicated even
further by a missing bride a vanished artisan a man eating tiger and an evil conspiracy this is one of a series of five detective
stories set in 7th century china when the judge was also the detective judge dee has three murders to solve and there is an
obvious suspect who everyone wants to put on trial but judge dee is suspicious and manages to track down the real
murderer from 1949 to 1968 author robert van gulick wrote 15 novels two novellas and eight short stories featuring
judge dee a chinese magistrate and detective from the tang dynasty in addition to providing the setting for riveting
mysteries dee s world highlighted aspects of traditional chinese culture through his personal relationships with his wives
his lieutenants and the citizens he served with dedication on the emperor s behalf this book gives a synopsis of each judge dee
story along with commentary on plots characters themes and historical details exploring van gulik s influence on chinese
and western detective fiction and on the image of china in popular 20th century american literature this study brings to
light a significant contributor to the development of detective fiction poisoned plums a cryptic scroll picture passionate
love letters and a hidden murderer with a penchant for torturing and killing women lead judge dee to the heart of the
governor s garden maze and the answers to three interwoven mysteries the chinese maze murders represents robert van gulik
s first venture into writing suspense novels after the success of dee gong an his translation of an anonymous chinese
detective novel from the sixteenth century judge dee and his helpers investigate a series of murders despite pressure to
solve them quickly meet judge dee the detective lauded as the sherlock holmes of ancient china fans of alexander mccall
smith s no 1 ladies detective agency series will thrill to this reissue of the first volume in robert van gulik s classic
chinese murders series the chinese bell murders introduces the great judge dee a magistrate of the city of poo yang in ancient
china in the spirit of ancient chinese detective novels judge dee is challenged by three cases first he must solve the
mysterious murder of pure jade a young girl living on half moon street all the evidence points to the guilt of her lover but
judge dee has his doubts dee also solves the mystery of a deserted temple and that of a group of monks terrific success
with a cure for barren women these stories featuring the master detective of ancient china and his assistants ma joong
sergeant hoong and chiao tai cover a decade during which the judge served in four different provinces of the t ang empire
from the suspected treason of a general in the chinese army facing the tartar hordes on the western frontier to the murder
of a lonely poet in his garden pavilion in han yuan the cases presented here are among the most memorable of judge dee s long
and distinguished career this book views the dutch sinologist robert van gulik s judge dee mysteries as a hybrid east west
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form of detective fiction and uses the concept of transculturation to discuss their hybrid nature with respect to their
sources production and influence the judge dee mysteries authored by robert van gulik 1910 1967 were the first detective
stories to be set in ancient china these hybrid narratives combine chinese historical figures traditional chinese crime
literature and chinese history and material culture with ratiocinative methods and psychoanalytic themes familiar from
western detective fiction this new subject and detective image won a global readership and the book discusses the
innovations that van gulik s judge dee mysteries brought to both chinese gong an literature and western detective fiction
furthermore it introduces contemporary writers from different countries who specialize in writing detective fiction or gong
an novels set in ancient china the book will meet the interest of fans of judge dee stories throughout the world and will
also appeal to both students and researchers of comparative literature chinese literature and crime novels studies a
chance encounter with autumn moon the most powerful courtesan on paradise island leads judge dee to investigate three
deaths although he finally teases the true story from a tangled history of passion and betrayal dee is saddened by the
perversion corruption and waste of the world of flowers and willows that thrives on prostitution brought back into
print in the 1990s to wide acclaim re designed new editions of robert van gulik s judge dee mysteries are now available
written by a dutch diplomat and scholar during the 1950s and 1960s these lively and historically accurate mysteries
have entertained a devoted following for decades set during the t ang dynasty they feature judge dee a brilliant and
cultured confucian magistrate disdainful of personal luxury and corruption who cleverly selects allies to help him
navigate the royal courts politics and ethnic tensions in imperial china robert van gulik modeled judge dee on a magistrate
of that name who lived in the seventh century and he drew on stories and literary conventions of chinese mystery writing
dating back to the sung dynasty to construct his ingenious plots murder in canton takes place in the year 680 as judge
dee recently promoted to lord chief justice is sent incognito to canton to investigate the disappearance of a court censor
with the help of his trusted lieutenants chiao tai and tao gan and that of a clever blind girl who collects crickets dee
solves a complex puzzle of political intrigue and murder through the three separate subplots the vanished censor the
smaragdine dancer and the golden bell an expert on the art and erotica as well as the literature religion and politics of
china van gulik also provides charming illustrations to accompany his engaging and entertaining mysteries judge dee presided
over his imperial chinese court with a unique brand of confucian justice a near mythic figure in china he distinguished himself
as a tribunal magistrate inquisitor and public avenger long after his death accounts of his exploits were celebrated in
chinese folklore and later immortalized by robert van gulik in his electrifying mysteries in the phantom of the temple three
separate puzzles the disappearance of a wealthy merchant s daughter twenty missing bars of gold and a decapitated
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corpse are pieced together by the clever judge to solve three murders and one complex gruesome plot judge dee belongs in
that select group of fictional detectives headed by the renowned sherlock holmes i assure you it is a compliment not given
frivolously robert kirsch los angelestimes robert van gulik 1910 67 was a dutch diplomat and an authority on chinese
history and culture he drew his plots from the whole body of chinese literature especially from the popular detective
novels that first appeared in the seventeenth century in the fourth installment of robert van gulik s ancient chinese
mystery series based on historical court records detective judge dee is appointed to the magistrate of pei chow a distant
frontier district in the barren north of the ancient chinese empire it is here that he is faced with three strange and disturbing
crimes the theft of precious jewels the disappearance of a girl in love and the fiendish murder involving the nude headless
body of a woman and even more curious the crimes seem to be linked together by clues from a popular game of the period the
seven board a delight to the connoisseur san francisco chronicle the chinese nail murders was first published in the 1950s
timeless and exotic it is now reissued by perennial and includes charming illustrations and an epilogue that details the
origins of each case and how the author discovered them judge dee and his entourage seeking refuge from a mountain storm
become trapped in a taoist monastery where the abbott jade mysteriously dies after delivering an ecstatic sermon the
monks call it a supernatural experience but the judge calls it murder recalling the allegedly accidental deaths of three
young women in the same monastery judge dee seeks clues in the eyes of a cat to solve cases of impersonation and murder a
painting by one of the victims reveals the truth about the killings propelling the judge on a quest for justice and revenge
entertaining instructive and impressive times literary supplement in the year 666 judge dee the newly appointed magistrate
of the fictional town of han yuan must solve three murders han yuan is an isolated town famous for its floating
brothels or flower boats the murders seem to be related but just how they are connected is a mystery the whole
investigation turns into a maze of political intrigue sordid greed and dark passions early in his career judge dee visits a
senior magistrate who shows him a beautiful lacquer screen on which a scene of lovers has been mysteriously altered to
show the man stabbing his lover the magistrate fears he is losing his mind and will murder his own wife meanwhile a banker
has inexplicably killed himself and a lovely lady has allowed dee s lieutenant chiao tai to believe she is a courtesan dee
and chiao tai go incognito among a gang of robbers to solve this mystery and find the leader of the robbers is more
honorable than the magistrate one of the most satisfyingly devious of the judge dee novels with unusual historical
richness in its portrayal of the china of the t ang dynasty new york times book review even judge dee is baffled by robert
van gulik s new mysteries in the lacquer screen disguised as a petty crook he spends a couple of precarious days in the
headquarters of the underworld hobnobbing with the robber king dee s lively thieving friends furnish some vital clues to
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this strange and fascinating jigsaw the spectator so scrupulously in the classic chinese manner yet so nicely equipped
with everything to satisfy the modern reader new york times robert van gulik 1910 67 was a dutch diplomat and an
authority on chinese history and culture he drew his plots from the whole body of chinese literature especially from the
popular detective novels that first appeared in the seventeenth century judge dee the master detective of seventh century
china sets out to solve a puzzling double murder and discovers complex passions lurking beneath the placid surface of
academic life a mild mannered student is rumored to have been slain by a fox demon while a young dancer meets her death as
she dresses to perform for the magistrate s illustrious dinner guests an obese zen monk revered for his calligraphy a
beautiful poetess accused of murder and the past president of the imperial academy to connect the present crimes with
betrayals and adulteries from decades past the clever judge must visit a high class brothel and the haunted shrine of the
black fox from the moment the young scholar is found dead on the eve of the autumn festival the pace never lets up the
china of old in mr van gulik s skilled hands comes vividly alive again allen j hubin new york times book review if you have
not yet discovered judge dee i envy you that initial pleasure for the magistrate of poo yang belongs in that select group
headed by sherlock holmes robert kirsch los angeles times no vampire is ever innocent in lavie tidhar s judge dee and the limits
of the law a tor com original short story the wandering judge dee serves as judge jury and executioner for any vampire
who breaks the laws designed to safeguard their kind s survival this new case in particular puts his mandate to the test
at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied brought back
into print in the 1990s to wide acclaim re designed new editions of robert van gulik s judge dee mysteries are now available
written by a dutch diplomat and scholar during the 1950s and 1960s these lively and historically accurate mysteries
have entertained a devoted following for decades set during the t ang dynasty they feature judge dee a brilliant and
cultured confucian magistrate disdainful of personal luxury and corruption who cleverly selects allies to help him
navigate the royal courts politics and ethnic tensions in imperial china robert van gulik modeled judge dee on a magistrate
of that name who lived in the seventh century and he drew on stories and literary conventions of chinese mystery writing
dating back to the sung dynasty to construct his ingenious plots necklace and calabash finds judge dee returning to his
district of poo yang where the peaceful town of riverton promises a few days fishing and relaxation yet a chance meeting
with a taoist recluse a gruesome body fished out of the river strange guests at the kingfisher inn and a princess in distress
thrust the judge into one of the most intricate and baffling mysteries of his career an expert on the art and erotica as
well as the literature religion and politics of china van gulik also provides charming illustrations to accompany his
engaging and entertaining mysteries judge dee and his helpers investigate a series of murders despite pressure to solve them
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quickly it all begins on the night of the poo yang dragonboat races in 699 a d a drummer in the leading boat collapses and
the body of a beautiful young woman turns up in a deserted country mansion there judge dee tribunal magistrate inquisitor
and public avenger steps in to investigate the murders and return order to the tang dynasty in the emperor s pearl the judge
discovers that these two deaths are connected by an ancient tragedy involving a near legendary treasure stolen from the
imperial harem one hundred years earlier the terrifying figure of the white lady a river goddess enshrined on a bloodstained
altar looms in the background of the investigation clues are few and elusive but under the expert hand of robert van gulik
this mythic jigsaw puzzle assembles itself into a taut mystery if you have not yet discovered judge dee and his faithful sgt
hoong i envy you that initial pleasure which comes from the discovery of a great detective story for the magistrate of
poo yang belongs in that select group of fictional detectives headed by the renowned sherlock holmes robert kirsch los
angelestimes the title of this book and the book itself have much in common each is a jewel a rare and precious find
atlantatimes in the post war mid century robert van gulik produced a series of stories set in imperial china and featuring a
chinese judge judge dee this book examines the author s unprecedented effort in hybridising two heterogenous crime writing
traditions traditional chinese gong an court case fiction and its anglo american counterpart bringing to light how his
fiction draws elements from these two traditions for plots narrative features visual images and gender representation
relying on research on various sources and literary traditions it provides illumination of the historical contexts centring
on the cultural interaction and connectedness that occurred during the multidirectional global flows of the judge dee
texts in both western and chinese markets this study contributes to current scholarship on crime fiction by questioning its
predominantly eurocentric focus and the divisive post colonial approach often adopted in accessing works concerning
foreign peoples and cultures a chance encounter with autumn moon the most powerful courtesan on paradise island leads
judge dee to investigate three deaths although he finally teases the true story from a tangled history of passion and
betrayal dee is saddened by the perversion corruption and waste of the world of flowers and willows that thrives on
prostitution while investigating a murder in the mysterious isolated town of hanyuan judge dee judicial magistrate and
respected detective in seventhcentury china becomes involved in the world of political intrigue based upon actual criminal
investigations each of these three stories deals with a different level of chinese culture and society based upon actual
criminal investigations each of these three stories deals with a different level of chinese culture and society a series of
bizarre and intriguing murders greet young judge dee when he accepts the post of magistrate of peng lai a port city on the
northeast coast of shantung province in seventh century imperial china soon after taking up his first magisterial post in
the godforsaken district of peng lai judge dee must look into the murder of his predecessor his job is complicated by the
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simultaneous disappearnce of his chief clerk and the new bride of a wealthy local shipowner the china of old in mr van gulik
s skilled hands comes vividly alive again allen j hubin new york times book review if you have not yet discovered judge dee i
envy you that initial pleasure the discovery of a great detective story for the magistrate of poo yan belongs in that
select group headed by sherlock holmes robert kirsch los angeles times robert van gulik 1910 67 a dutch diplomat and an
authority on chinese history and culture drew his plots from the popular detective novels that appeared in seventeenth
century china judge dee has been appointed emergency governor of the plague and drought ridden imperial city as his guards
help the city fend off a popular uprising an aristocrat from one of the oldest families in china suffers an accident in a
deserted mansion in the willow pattern the illustrious judge uses his trademark expertise to unravel the mysteries of the
nobleman a shattered vase and a dead bondmaid along the way he encounters a woman who fights with loaded sleeves a
nearly drowned courtesan and an elaborate trap set for a murderer packed with suspense violence and romance the willow
pattern won t disappoint judge dee s legions of loyal fans the china of old in mr van gulik s skilled hands comes vividly
alive again allen j hubin new york times book review



Celebrated Cases of Judge Dee

1976-01-01

tells of a celebrated seventh century chinese magistrate s investigation of a double murder among traveling merchants the
fatal poisoning of a bride on her wedding night and a murder in a small town

Judge Dee at Work

2010-07-15

the eight short stories in judge dee at work cover a decade during which the judge served in four different provinces of the t
ang empire from the suspected treason of a general in the chinese army to the murder of a lonely poet in his garden pavilion
the cases here are among the most memorable in the judge dee series

Tales of Judge Dee

2006

someday i m going to teach these greedy people a lesson said judge dee a tall broad shouldered man with a foot long black
beard and matching side whiskers the legendary figure comes back he continues to solve baffling cases in 7th century china
but at a faster pace tales of judge dee is zhu xiao di s debut in fiction his other books include thirty years in a red house a
memoir of childhood and youth in communist china university of massachusetts press 1998 paperback from the same press
1999 new edition by penguin books india 2000 and father famous writers celebrate the bond between father and child
pocket books 2000 contributing along with john updike annie proulx dean koontz calvin trillin and others boston globe
calls his memoir a splendid lesson in 20th century chinese history and library journal says it is engrossing and engaging



Judge Dee at Work

1973

judge dee confucian imperial magistrate inquisitor and public avenger based on a famous statesman was dutch diplomat and
chinese cultural historian robert van gulik s 1910 67 lasting invention a welcome addition to the elite canon of fictional
detectives the judge steps in to investigate homicide theft and treason and restores order to the golden age of the tang
dynasty in murder in ancient china s first story we watch as judge dee attempts to solve the mystery of an elderly poet
murdered by moonlight in his garden pavilion in the second set on the eve of the chinese new year the judge makes two rare
mistakes will peril result

Murder in Ancient China

2013-12-13

first published in the eighteenth century dee goong an chronicles three of judge dee s celebrated cases woven together into a
novel a double murder among merchants the fatal poisoning of a new bride and an unsolved murder in a small town these
crimes launch judge dee down the great silk routes and even into graveyards to consult the spirits of the dead with his
keen analytical wit can he discover the killers first of the judge dee books translated by robert van gulik

Dee Goong An (Three Murder Cases Solved)

2023-02-22

the eight short stories in judge dee at work cover a decade during which the judge served in four different provinces of the t
ang empire from the suspected treason of a general in the chinese army to the murder of a lonely poet in his garden pavilion
the cases here are among the most memorable in the judge dee series



Judge Dee at Work

2007-04-15

judge dee is about to step into the shoes of a dead man most people would refuse the job of magistrate at the lonely port
town of peng lai especially as the last occupant of the post has been found poisoned in his library his papers missing but
judge dee is not most men he arrives ready to get to the truth only to find his life complicated even further by a missing
bride a vanished artisan a man eating tiger and an evil conspiracy

The Chinese Gold Murders

2024-06-06

this is one of a series of five detective stories set in 7th century china when the judge was also the detective judge dee has
three murders to solve and there is an obvious suspect who everyone wants to put on trial but judge dee is suspicious and
manages to track down the real murderer

The Chinese Lake Murders

1988-12

from 1949 to 1968 author robert van gulick wrote 15 novels two novellas and eight short stories featuring judge dee
a chinese magistrate and detective from the tang dynasty in addition to providing the setting for riveting mysteries dee s
world highlighted aspects of traditional chinese culture through his personal relationships with his wives his lieutenants
and the citizens he served with dedication on the emperor s behalf this book gives a synopsis of each judge dee story along
with commentary on plots characters themes and historical details exploring van gulik s influence on chinese and western
detective fiction and on the image of china in popular 20th century american literature this study brings to light a



significant contributor to the development of detective fiction

Celebrated Cases of Judge Dee

2014-11-26

poisoned plums a cryptic scroll picture passionate love letters and a hidden murderer with a penchant for torturing and
killing women lead judge dee to the heart of the governor s garden maze and the answers to three interwoven mysteries the
chinese maze murders represents robert van gulik s first venture into writing suspense novels after the success of dee gong
an his translation of an anonymous chinese detective novel from the sixteenth century

The Judge Dee Novels of R.H. van Gulik

2010-07-15

judge dee and his helpers investigate a series of murders despite pressure to solve them quickly

The Chinese Maze Murders

1977-11-15

meet judge dee the detective lauded as the sherlock holmes of ancient china fans of alexander mccall smith s no 1 ladies
detective agency series will thrill to this reissue of the first volume in robert van gulik s classic chinese murders series the
chinese bell murders introduces the great judge dee a magistrate of the city of poo yang in ancient china in the spirit of
ancient chinese detective novels judge dee is challenged by three cases first he must solve the mysterious murder of pure jade
a young girl living on half moon street all the evidence points to the guilt of her lover but judge dee has his doubts dee
also solves the mystery of a deserted temple and that of a group of monks terrific success with a cure for barren women



The Chinese Nail Murders

2004-08-03

these stories featuring the master detective of ancient china and his assistants ma joong sergeant hoong and chiao tai
cover a decade during which the judge served in four different provinces of the t ang empire from the suspected treason of a
general in the chinese army facing the tartar hordes on the western frontier to the murder of a lonely poet in his garden
pavilion in han yuan the cases presented here are among the most memorable of judge dee s long and distinguished career

The Chinese Bell Murders

2024-05-15

this book views the dutch sinologist robert van gulik s judge dee mysteries as a hybrid east west form of detective fiction
and uses the concept of transculturation to discuss their hybrid nature with respect to their sources production and
influence the judge dee mysteries authored by robert van gulik 1910 1967 were the first detective stories to be set in
ancient china these hybrid narratives combine chinese historical figures traditional chinese crime literature and chinese
history and material culture with ratiocinative methods and psychoanalytic themes familiar from western detective
fiction this new subject and detective image won a global readership and the book discusses the innovations that van gulik
s judge dee mysteries brought to both chinese gong an literature and western detective fiction furthermore it introduces
contemporary writers from different countries who specialize in writing detective fiction or gong an novels set in ancient
china the book will meet the interest of fans of judge dee stories throughout the world and will also appeal to both
students and researchers of comparative literature chinese literature and crime novels studies



Judge Dee at Work

2022-09-07

a chance encounter with autumn moon the most powerful courtesan on paradise island leads judge dee to investigate three
deaths although he finally teases the true story from a tangled history of passion and betrayal dee is saddened by the
perversion corruption and waste of the world of flowers and willows that thrives on prostitution

The Transculturation of Judge Dee Stories

2010-11-15

brought back into print in the 1990s to wide acclaim re designed new editions of robert van gulik s judge dee mysteries are
now available written by a dutch diplomat and scholar during the 1950s and 1960s these lively and historically
accurate mysteries have entertained a devoted following for decades set during the t ang dynasty they feature judge dee a
brilliant and cultured confucian magistrate disdainful of personal luxury and corruption who cleverly selects allies to
help him navigate the royal courts politics and ethnic tensions in imperial china robert van gulik modeled judge dee on a
magistrate of that name who lived in the seventh century and he drew on stories and literary conventions of chinese
mystery writing dating back to the sung dynasty to construct his ingenious plots murder in canton takes place in the year
680 as judge dee recently promoted to lord chief justice is sent incognito to canton to investigate the disappearance of a
court censor with the help of his trusted lieutenants chiao tai and tao gan and that of a clever blind girl who collects
crickets dee solves a complex puzzle of political intrigue and murder through the three separate subplots the vanished
censor the smaragdine dancer and the golden bell an expert on the art and erotica as well as the literature religion and
politics of china van gulik also provides charming illustrations to accompany his engaging and entertaining mysteries



The Red Pavilion

2010-11-15

judge dee presided over his imperial chinese court with a unique brand of confucian justice a near mythic figure in china he
distinguished himself as a tribunal magistrate inquisitor and public avenger long after his death accounts of his exploits
were celebrated in chinese folklore and later immortalized by robert van gulik in his electrifying mysteries in the phantom of
the temple three separate puzzles the disappearance of a wealthy merchant s daughter twenty missing bars of gold and a
decapitated corpse are pieced together by the clever judge to solve three murders and one complex gruesome plot judge dee
belongs in that select group of fictional detectives headed by the renowned sherlock holmes i assure you it is a compliment
not given frivolously robert kirsch los angelestimes robert van gulik 1910 67 was a dutch diplomat and an authority on
chinese history and culture he drew his plots from the whole body of chinese literature especially from the popular
detective novels that first appeared in the seventeenth century

Murder in Canton

2010-11-15

in the fourth installment of robert van gulik s ancient chinese mystery series based on historical court records detective
judge dee is appointed to the magistrate of pei chow a distant frontier district in the barren north of the ancient chinese
empire it is here that he is faced with three strange and disturbing crimes the theft of precious jewels the disappearance of a
girl in love and the fiendish murder involving the nude headless body of a woman and even more curious the crimes seem to be
linked together by clues from a popular game of the period the seven board a delight to the connoisseur san francisco
chronicle the chinese nail murders was first published in the 1950s timeless and exotic it is now reissued by perennial and
includes charming illustrations and an epilogue that details the origins of each case and how the author discovered them



The Phantom of the Temple

2005-02-15

judge dee and his entourage seeking refuge from a mountain storm become trapped in a taoist monastery where the abbott
jade mysteriously dies after delivering an ecstatic sermon the monks call it a supernatural experience but the judge calls it
murder recalling the allegedly accidental deaths of three young women in the same monastery judge dee seeks clues in the
eyes of a cat to solve cases of impersonation and murder a painting by one of the victims reveals the truth about the
killings propelling the judge on a quest for justice and revenge entertaining instructive and impressive times literary
supplement

The Chinese Nail Murders

2010-11-15

in the year 666 judge dee the newly appointed magistrate of the fictional town of han yuan must solve three murders han
yuan is an isolated town famous for its floating brothels or flower boats the murders seem to be related but just how
they are connected is a mystery the whole investigation turns into a maze of political intrigue sordid greed and dark
passions

The Haunted Monastery

2024-05-15

early in his career judge dee visits a senior magistrate who shows him a beautiful lacquer screen on which a scene of lovers
has been mysteriously altered to show the man stabbing his lover the magistrate fears he is losing his mind and will murder
his own wife meanwhile a banker has inexplicably killed himself and a lovely lady has allowed dee s lieutenant chiao tai to



believe she is a courtesan dee and chiao tai go incognito among a gang of robbers to solve this mystery and find the leader
of the robbers is more honorable than the magistrate one of the most satisfyingly devious of the judge dee novels with
unusual historical richness in its portrayal of the china of the t ang dynasty new york times book review even judge dee is
baffled by robert van gulik s new mysteries in the lacquer screen disguised as a petty crook he spends a couple of
precarious days in the headquarters of the underworld hobnobbing with the robber king dee s lively thieving friends furnish
some vital clues to this strange and fascinating jigsaw the spectator so scrupulously in the classic chinese manner yet
so nicely equipped with everything to satisfy the modern reader new york times robert van gulik 1910 67 was a dutch
diplomat and an authority on chinese history and culture he drew his plots from the whole body of chinese literature
especially from the popular detective novels that first appeared in the seventeenth century

The Chinese Lake Murders

1992-12-15

judge dee the master detective of seventh century china sets out to solve a puzzling double murder and discovers complex
passions lurking beneath the placid surface of academic life a mild mannered student is rumored to have been slain by a fox
demon while a young dancer meets her death as she dresses to perform for the magistrate s illustrious dinner guests an
obese zen monk revered for his calligraphy a beautiful poetess accused of murder and the past president of the imperial
academy to connect the present crimes with betrayals and adulteries from decades past the clever judge must visit a high
class brothel and the haunted shrine of the black fox from the moment the young scholar is found dead on the eve of the
autumn festival the pace never lets up the china of old in mr van gulik s skilled hands comes vividly alive again allen j hubin
new york times book review if you have not yet discovered judge dee i envy you that initial pleasure for the magistrate of
poo yang belongs in that select group headed by sherlock holmes robert kirsch los angeles times

The Lacquer Screen

2010-11-15



no vampire is ever innocent in lavie tidhar s judge dee and the limits of the law a tor com original short story the
wandering judge dee serves as judge jury and executioner for any vampire who breaks the laws designed to safeguard their
kind s survival this new case in particular puts his mandate to the test at the publisher s request this title is being sold
without digital rights management software drm applied

Poets and Murder

1962

brought back into print in the 1990s to wide acclaim re designed new editions of robert van gulik s judge dee mysteries are
now available written by a dutch diplomat and scholar during the 1950s and 1960s these lively and historically
accurate mysteries have entertained a devoted following for decades set during the t ang dynasty they feature judge dee a
brilliant and cultured confucian magistrate disdainful of personal luxury and corruption who cleverly selects allies to
help him navigate the royal courts politics and ethnic tensions in imperial china robert van gulik modeled judge dee on a
magistrate of that name who lived in the seventh century and he drew on stories and literary conventions of chinese
mystery writing dating back to the sung dynasty to construct his ingenious plots necklace and calabash finds judge dee
returning to his district of poo yang where the peaceful town of riverton promises a few days fishing and relaxation yet a
chance meeting with a taoist recluse a gruesome body fished out of the river strange guests at the kingfisher inn and a
princess in distress thrust the judge into one of the most intricate and baffling mysteries of his career an expert on the art
and erotica as well as the literature religion and politics of china van gulik also provides charming illustrations to
accompany his engaging and entertaining mysteries

The Chinese Maze Murders

2020-11-11

judge dee and his helpers investigate a series of murders despite pressure to solve them quickly



Judge Dee and the Limits of the Law

2010-11-15

it all begins on the night of the poo yang dragonboat races in 699 a d a drummer in the leading boat collapses and the
body of a beautiful young woman turns up in a deserted country mansion there judge dee tribunal magistrate inquisitor and
public avenger steps in to investigate the murders and return order to the tang dynasty in the emperor s pearl the judge
discovers that these two deaths are connected by an ancient tragedy involving a near legendary treasure stolen from the
imperial harem one hundred years earlier the terrifying figure of the white lady a river goddess enshrined on a bloodstained
altar looms in the background of the investigation clues are few and elusive but under the expert hand of robert van gulik
this mythic jigsaw puzzle assembles itself into a taut mystery if you have not yet discovered judge dee and his faithful sgt
hoong i envy you that initial pleasure which comes from the discovery of a great detective story for the magistrate of
poo yang belongs in that select group of fictional detectives headed by the renowned sherlock holmes robert kirsch los
angelestimes the title of this book and the book itself have much in common each is a jewel a rare and precious find
atlantatimes

Necklace and Calabash

1973

in the post war mid century robert van gulik produced a series of stories set in imperial china and featuring a chinese judge
judge dee this book examines the author s unprecedented effort in hybridising two heterogenous crime writing traditions
traditional chinese gong an court case fiction and its anglo american counterpart bringing to light how his fiction draws
elements from these two traditions for plots narrative features visual images and gender representation relying on
research on various sources and literary traditions it provides illumination of the historical contexts centring on the
cultural interaction and connectedness that occurred during the multidirectional global flows of the judge dee texts in
both western and chinese markets this study contributes to current scholarship on crime fiction by questioning its



predominantly eurocentric focus and the divisive post colonial approach often adopted in accessing works concerning
foreign peoples and cultures

The Chinese Bell Murders

1977-11-15

a chance encounter with autumn moon the most powerful courtesan on paradise island leads judge dee to investigate three
deaths although he finally teases the true story from a tangled history of passion and betrayal dee is saddened by the
perversion corruption and waste of the world of flowers and willows that thrives on prostitution

The Chinese Bell Murders

1962

while investigating a murder in the mysterious isolated town of hanyuan judge dee judicial magistrate and respected
detective in seventhcentury china becomes involved in the world of political intrigue

The Lacquer Screen

2010-10-15

based upon actual criminal investigations each of these three stories deals with a different level of chinese culture and
society based upon actual criminal investigations each of these three stories deals with a different level of chinese
culture and society



The Emperor's Pearl

2023-09-20

a series of bizarre and intriguing murders greet young judge dee when he accepts the post of magistrate of peng lai a port
city on the northeast coast of shantung province in seventh century imperial china

Robert van Gulik and His Chinese Sherlock Holmes

1986

soon after taking up his first magisterial post in the godforsaken district of peng lai judge dee must look into the murder of
his predecessor his job is complicated by the simultaneous disappearnce of his chief clerk and the new bride of a wealthy
local shipowner the china of old in mr van gulik s skilled hands comes vividly alive again allen j hubin new york times book
review if you have not yet discovered judge dee i envy you that initial pleasure the discovery of a great detective story
for the magistrate of poo yan belongs in that select group headed by sherlock holmes robert kirsch los angeles times
robert van gulik 1910 67 a dutch diplomat and an authority on chinese history and culture drew his plots from the
popular detective novels that appeared in seventeenth century china

The Red Pavilion

1976

judge dee has been appointed emergency governor of the plague and drought ridden imperial city as his guards help the city
fend off a popular uprising an aristocrat from one of the oldest families in china suffers an accident in a deserted mansion in
the willow pattern the illustrious judge uses his trademark expertise to unravel the mysteries of the nobleman a shattered
vase and a dead bondmaid along the way he encounters a woman who fights with loaded sleeves a nearly drowned



courtesan and an elaborate trap set for a murderer packed with suspense violence and romance the willow pattern won t
disappoint judge dee s legions of loyal fans the china of old in mr van gulik s skilled hands comes vividly alive again allen j
hubin new york times book review

Dee Goong an

1979

The Chinese Lake Murders

2013

Celebrated Cases of Judge Dee

1958

The Chinese Bell Murders

1979



The Chinese Gold Murders

1959

The Chinese Gold Murders

2010-07-15

The Willow Pattern
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